Follow the adventures of Peter, Molly, Tinker Bell, and the Lost Boys in all three Peter Pan prequels: Peter and the Starcatchers, Peter and the Shadow Thieves, and Peter and the Secret of Rundoon. Don’t even think of starting this trilogy unless you’re sitting in a comfortable chair and have lots of time. These fast-paced, impossible-to-put-down adventures are action-packed, touching, and tons of fun!

My Personal Review:
My daughter is five years old, and we started reading chapter books together not too long after she turned five (so about 6 months ago). We both love anything having to do with Peter Pan or Tinkerbell; so when we saw Disney advertising these books, we had to have them! I am so pleased with them! They are easy to read (and for her to understand) and have some black-and-white pictures within the story. They also look cool! The pages are a faded yellow and are staggered to make it look like the books are old (which gives it more of an old-pirate look). It is also very interesting to read books that show Peter’s origin, and to make guesses together on what we think is coming up. We are only about half-way into the first book; but I am sure that we have many months of good-reading ahead of us! And they are also fairly simple to read; so I am sure that in a few years when she is reading more easily on her own, they will be books she will want to read again by herself. What really pushed us over the edge into buying the books was being able to read the first chapter online before buying it. I read it aloud to my daughter, and we were both hooked! I suggest these books for girls and boys alike. They are probably better for boys (because of the whole pirate theme and with Peter as the main character) but we both love them, and we’re girls. Besides - anytime I (as her mother) get excited about something, it is very easy to get my daughter involved as well. She is always on-board with some mommy-daughter reading before bed. :-)

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
Peter and the Starcatchers Box Set (The Starcatchers) by Dave Barry - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!